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Tangents 
But unless the mind is 
    purged, what battles then 
And perils must enter it 
    against our will!  
             -Lucretius (tr. Melville, arr. Swan)  
News on "Ballets Russes Italian Style (The Shortest Musical You Will 
Never See Again)" 
Francesco Vezzoli, Lady Gaga, Damien Hirst, Frank Gehry, Baz Luhrmann, Catherine Martin, Bolshoi 
Ballet, Miuccia Prada, and formally dressed spectators in association with LA MoCA 
 LA Times 
 NY Times 
 YouTube interview with Vezzoli and Gaga 
WKO, Worlds & Knowledges Otherwise 
 WKO  
o Biannually Posted Dossier of the Center for Global Studies and the 
Humanities at Duke University 
Emphemeral Local Visual Sensations 
 Gallery of Art, UNI 
o UNI faculty and student art and more  
 Faulconer Gallery, Grinnell College  
o Molecules that Matter 
 Law-Reddington Galleries & Theatre, Waterloo Center for the Arts  
o Voice to Vision  
On Emphemeral Sensations and Knowledges 
 Michel Serres 
 Who Needs Mathematicians for math, Anyway?  
o City Journal's critical report on the U.S.'s K-12 math education policy and 
practices, by Sandra Stotsky, 21
st
 Century Chair in Teacher Quality, 
University of Kansas 
 Global Entrepreneurship Week Address by Lord Sugar 
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Handling, Pressing, and Digitizing Text and Textual Knowledge 
 Text Creation Partnership (TCP) 
 Indiana University Digital Library Program 
 "Our textual history: Digital copying of poetry and prose raises questions beyond 
accuracy alone," TLS, 20 November 2009, pp. 13-15, Rod Library Current 
Periodicals (for 3 months), AP4.T45 (TLS website) 
 
